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Background

� Many drivers pass the speed limit assuming, based on past experience, 

that it entails no risk

� The existing enforcement method is based on large fines with small 

probabilities 

� Friendly enforcement- small fine is more effective than large fine             

(Perry, Erev & Haruvy, 2002, Barron & Erev, 2003)  

� The time gap between the action and its punishments should optimally be 

not more than a few seconds (Perry, Erev, & Haruvy, 2002)

Background - Continue
� people exhibit high sensitivity to rare events when they plan their actions, and often 

underweight these events in real time (Yechiam et al., 2005; Schurr et al., 2014; Camilleri 
and Newell, 2011).  Schurr et al., (2014).

� Erev et al., (2010) show how the understanding of this "planning-ongoing gap" can be used 
to enhance safety in industrial and medical settings

� They also show the advantage of gentle rule enforcement policies that imply high probability 
of gentle (small) punishments. Workers are more likely to accept policies of this type, and 
they are more effective.  

� This planning-ongoing gap is closely related to the description-experience gap: The 
observation that people overweight rare events when the rely on a description of the 
incentive structure (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), but exhibit the opposite pattern when they 
rely on experience (Barron & Erev, 2003; Hertwig et al, 2004)

Planning Ongoing Gap
� people exhibit high sensitivity to rare events when they plan their actions, and often 

underweight these events in real time (Yechiam et al., 2005; Schurr et al., 2014; Camilleri 
and Newell, 2011).  Schurr et al., (2014). These has various implications:

� the underweighting of rare events implies that a gentle fine for each reckless action is 
expected to be more effective than a high but low-probability fine for the same behavior.

� the tendency to exhibit high sensitivity to rare events in planning decisions suggests that the 
option to disconnect IVDR may not lead to high disconnecting rate

� the study of the planning-ongoing gap shows that the deviations from maximization, are not
large, when the use of IVDR leads to large fines, people will learn to disconnect the device.

� These three properties of the planning ongoing gap suggest that gentle IVDR systems with 
"incognito" option can be highly effective

Practical Implications
� IVDR and Smartphone App provide an efficient way to monitor, provide real-

time feedback, and implement fines and incentives programs

�The Big Brother concern can be solved by providing the option to turn-off the 
device/app, like the "incognito" option in web surfacing.

�This option can increase speed variance which may be even more 
dangerous than high speed (Navon, 2003).  

�Small fines vs. big fines may keep drivers voluntary being monitored.

Objectives

�Examine different incentive methods to increase voluntary self 

enforcement of driving speed, with the option to turn off the device

� Exploring the effect of fine size on:

1. Willingness to use and turn on the IVDR/App

2. Reducing speed average

3. Reducing speed variance
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Methodology

�Lab experiments

� Technion students

�Real field experiments

� Sami Shamoon College

� A local bus company

� Future field study

Technion Students’ Lab Experiment

�132 Technion students were recruited for a monetary compensation of 15-25 

NIS

�A speeding dilemma task was programmed using Matlab for the experiment

�The students were randomly assigned to two study groups: Large fine group 

(-20 points fine) and small fine (-1 points fine)

�Controlling the speed using “Brake” and “Speed” buttons

�The participants were asked to simulate that they were driving on  a highway

�In the second stage the participants were informed that they were 
participating in safety encouragement program

�The green box can be turned on and off at any time
�The green box is turned on at the beginning of each trip by default

Expected Return As a Function Of Speed

Main ResultsMain Results

Green box usage percentage of each group

AA  significant effect was found so that significant effect was found so that --20 group turned the device more 20 group turned the device more 
than the than the --1 group in the last five trips. 1 group in the last five trips. 

1-20-Device 
turn offs t(122)=-2.23  p<0.050.28 (SD=0.42)0.46 (SD=0.51)

ET5
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ET5 אולי להוריד את הכותרת main results? יש תוצאות גם בשקף הקודם
Einat Tenenboim; 29.10.2015



Average Number of Device Turn Offs Per Group As a Function of trips

Each error bar represents ±SEM

Average speed as a function a trips

Each error bar represents ±sdev

Speed Distribution In the Last 6 Trips

Standard Deviation Per Condition As a Function Of Trips

Conclusions – Technion Study

�Large fine group turned the device off more, especially in the last 5 trips

�Small fine group “learned” to not turn the device off

�Small fines are more effective in increasing green box usage

�Small fines decrease speed variance

�Supporting past research that claimed that people are willing to use these 
device under the right incentive

Sami Shamoon College Experiment

�Iphone application “Get Location”: speed, time, location, speed limit

�114 students from the Sami Shamoon College of Engineering

�Reward of 300 NIS

�Two level of fines: 1 NIS and 10 Agorot

�Three phases:

� Before (2 weeks)

� During (30 days)

� After    (2 weeks)

�Drivers were not notified on speeding events and did not receive information 
regarding the fine they accumulated



Additional Details

�A speeding event was defined when a driver passed the speed limit by at 
least 10km/h

�The application did not count more than one event per 10 seconds

�Maximum accumulated fine was 300 shekels, nobody loose money

�Additional data were collected using an on-line survey filled by the 
participants

The Questionnaire
�Demographic and socio-economic characteristics

�Questions on attitudes with regards to the chance of committing various 
traffic violations

�The reasons to commit these violations

�The risk perceptions accompanying each violation

�Risk-taking during driving, the frequency of near-accident events, and

�The perceived effectiveness of different enforcement methods (e.g. reward 
versus fine). 

Percentage of Getting Caught Violating Traffic Laws

Mean and SD of Various Indicators 

Relation Between Travel Distance Above Speed 
Limit and Total Travel Distance

Group Violation/Distance ratio Mean SD t

High fine

Stage A vs. Stage B .02 .04 2.45

Stage B vs. Stage C .01 .04 .78

Stage A vs. Stage C .02 .07 1.81

Low fine

Stage A vs. Stage B -.01 .13 -.20

Stage B vs. Stage C .03 .12 1.14

Stage A vs. Stage C .02 .07 1.74

Findings
�The use of very small fines of 10 Agorot did not affect the frequency of 

speeding violations.

�The use of larger fines of 1 Shekel, succeed to change behavior during and 
even after the experiment (at least in the immediate period after).

�Compatible with classical economic that penalized behavior is expected to 
decrease as a function of the expected punishment with direct proportion as 
the fine increases (Pratt et al., 2006). 

�Despite “big brother” concern, participants were willing to activate the 
application for cash incentives.

�A significant gap was found between objective monitoring and subjective 
reporting on the execution of speeding violations.



Drivers of a Local Bus Company
�Use of IVDR

�Total of 124 drivers, but on average day only 55

�Daily total reward of 1000 NIS, divided among two groups

� First group – best driver receives 500 NIS

� Second group – half of the best drivers share 500 NIS

�Three phases:

� Before (2 weeks)

� During (60 days), groups switch after 30 days

� After    (2 weeks)

Additional details
�Drivers get red/yellow/green signals on their driving, and are notified daily 

regarding their daily and accumulated reward.

�Safe index driving is calculated based on various events reported by the 
IVDR including

� Speeding, distance keeping, lane changing, before crash warning

� The index is normalized by duration of driving, and by line specific past performance

Initial Results

No incentive Large 
incentive

Small incentive

Average points 4.49 1.02 0.88

S.D. 1.65 0.89 0.42

Group Dry – First Dry – Second First - Second

1 Mean N-L        3.51 N-S        3.74 L-S           0.23

1 t-test 2.06 2.33 0.37

2 Mean N-S        3.48 N-L         3.43 S-L           -0.05

2 t-test 2.02 1.71 0.05

Conclusion from Bus Company – very initial

� Incentives are effective

� The higher probability with lower incentive did not prove to be more effective

Final Conclusions

� Incentives are effective

� The higher probability with lower incentive did not prove to be more effective


